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Integrative Chakra Therapy® training for the Whole Human Being
Thank you for your interest in Integrative Chakra Therapy™, formerly known as Spiritual Healers’ Training for the Whole
Human Being! This is an 18-Level healing course and a journey that blends philosophy, techniques and experiential
Chakra Balancing and Spiritual Healing into a beautiful unfolding of your own awareness.
The basic format of each weekend workshop is the same:
•
•
•

10:00 a.m. – 4:30 p.m. or later.
Syllabus of each level with Outline,
Topic, Discussion and Exercises.
Two hours or more of lecture with
PowerPoint presentation, plus
questions and answers, all recorded
live for every student.

•
•
•

Break for Lunch.
Afternoon experiential healing work with
fellow students, starting with Level One.
Individuals will experience Chakra Energy
Work/Healing in the afternoons

Premise: This course is not just for those who wish to learn Chakra Balancing and Subtle Energy Balancing/ Healing, but
for those who wish to continue their personal spiritual development. You are learning Chakra Balancing and Subtle
Energy Healing which will include and enhance your pranic, radiatory, telepathic and magnetic healing abilities naturally.
Chakra Balancing and Spiritual Healing is not limited to time or space, because students are working at the level of the
chakras where the whole human being emanates his/her individuation into this dimension. Therefore, this is the most
powerful and fundamental healing that I know of because it works on the level of consciousness and affects the four
archetypes: mental, physical, emotional and spiritual.
Students are taught how to use their chakras to observe the “Whole Human Being” (mental, physical, emotional and
spiritual aspects of the individual), to make assessments and to allow healing energy to flow through them. As the
students use their chakras, they become stronger and stimulated and eventually awakened. Students learn more than
the philosophy and techniques of this powerful healing and undergo their own inner transformation. As students apply
healing, balance and support to others, the work helps to heal, balance, and support their own physical, mental,
emotional and spiritual development.
Course instruction includes the latest studies on Biofield Science, Energy Psychology, Quantum Physics and Toroidal
Energy Fields.
The Goal of Integrative Chakra Therapy® for the Whole Human Being is to help you become a self-empowered, selfrealized individual. Who, is a spiritually aware independent thinker; emancipated from the illusion of separation from
the Oneness in which we live.
This training will awaken and strengthen your higher sense perceptions as well as your healing abilities and as a result
some of your “stuff” will inevitably come up. These levels will cause fundamental core-shifts to happen within you as
you infuse more of your Soul-Quality into your waking consciousness. Some levels may be difficult to assimilate and
take time to integrate, so listening to your lecture recordings is helpful for the process. Practicing with fellow students is
a required component and essential to integrate the levels taught as a base for Dr. Jelusich’s more evolved teachings.
Integrative Chakra Therapy® is not for everyone, but is for those who truly desire to become spiritually stronger, more
grounded, and for effective facilitation of healing in themselves and others. Dr. Jelusich will teach philosophy, science,
cosmology and the esoterics of human evolution of consciousness, while providing intellectual balance to the
experiential spiritual training you will do at each level. All healing boils down to one thing only:

“Healing is overcoming any illusion that separates you from the oneness
in which you already live. ~ Dr. R. Jelusich
Richard Jelusich, Ph.D.
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Introduction to Integrative Chakra Therapy® training for the Whole Human Being
1.

Basics of Integrative Chakra Therapy® - Fundamentals of Chakra Balancing, Life Force
Energy and Philosophy of Human Nature. The three states of healing: biochemical,
electromagnetic, quantum (spiritual). Experiential Training practices begin the first
afternoon of ICT Training and continues every afternoon of ICT Training throughout
the program.

2.

Biofields - The Human Aura. Experiential exercises in detecting and working with the
auric field. You will learn how to contour over the several energy fields, discerning
and detecting inconsistencies, tears, strengths and weaknesses. Included will be a
discussion on Biofield Science and Energy Psychology.

3.

Full Weekend: Anatomy of the Chakras - The fundamental understanding of the chakra system as they emanate
our Soul Quality into this dimension, into our waking personality, and how they affect the mental, physical,
spiritual and emotional states of being. This is the key Level for the entire ICT Training for the Whole Human
Being program. Most people have one dominant chakra that affects their basic disposition towards life, thus
also depicting the path of most of their life's lessons according to the specific dominant chakra.

Daily Format of Training Levels:
• 9:00-9:50 a.m. Signing in required for each training level
• Collect the syllabus for that day’s training level.
• A binder and flash drive are supplied for storing your syllabi, audio files, and other materials with the
registration of your first weekend (Level 3). The syllabus for each level covers the main points and
exercises, and a list of recommended readings
• Collect Name tag (used throughout the entire ICT Training program)
• If you have not pre-paid, all outstanding payments are due and will be accepted Saturday morning from
9-9:45 a.m. if other arrangements have not been made.
•

10 a.m. ICT Training begins and is completed around 5:30 p.m. (occasionally later).

•

A Guided Meditation begins each day’s workshop, promptly at 10 a.m. Note: Doors are closed for Meditation

•

Lecture: Two hours or more of lecture follows the meditation with a PowerPoint presentation. Files will either be
placed on your personal flash drive or sent via Drop Box or MP3 files end of day, Sunday. NOTE: All your questions
and answers are recorded live for students to review.

•

Break for lunch: Students may bring a lunch or dine out as time permits (usually 60-90 minutes).

•

2:00/ 2:30 p.m. Experiential Healing: Even at Level 1, you will be up and doing healing work. Dr. Jelusich will be
working (making energetic adjustments) on all the healers as they work on the people on the tables.
• Most students highly underestimate subtle energy healing, so please get adequate rest, drink water, and
follow your own spiritual practices after healing workshops. If possible take Monday off to rest.
• For these Levels, you practice with your fellow healers. Once registered into the program after Level 6, you
are encouraged to invite people to come for an ICT experience. Students will do (practice) the experiential
healing and then discuss the outcomes with the volunteer after each round of healing. There are usually 3 to
4, 15 minute rounds per afternoon.
Richard Jelusich, Ph.D.
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Introduction to Integrative Chakra Therapy® training for the Whole Human Being
•

End of Class: Return your name tag Sunday afternoon. The recording of your classes can be found on your flash
drive for your benefit. Dr. Jelusich covers some deeply esoteric teachings that you can absorb more fully over time
by listening to them again quietly at your leisure. All materials are copyright and owned by Dr. Richard Jelusich.

•

Massage Tables. We use massage tables for the comfort of the person being worked on. The rule of thumb is one
massage table for every four students (one person on the table, 3 or 4 healers). It would be helpful if you have a
massage table and could bring it. Please call or email and let us know, so we can coordinate having enough tables.

Registration is Required:
❖ These levels are the Pre-Requisite Classes for all other levels of ICT ‘Integrative Chakra Therapy®’
o Students who take levels 1 through 3 will have a grounded understanding of the Human Biofield and
the Chakras
❖ All prepayments are non-refundable but may be transferred to another student or new student joining the
program.
Payment Options Note: GST will be added to all Canadian courses.
1. Non-Refundable $100 Registration Fee covers Books (required reading for level 3) and Flash Drive
2. Course Fee Payment of $450.00 per weekend, paid upon registration for each of the two weekends
a. $450.00 +GST Levels 1 &2 / $450.00 +GST Level 3
3. Monthly Payments of $165.00 x 3 months which includes $2.50 administration fee per month. Billed through
Square or by post-dated checks/cheques and/or cash.
Whether paying monthly or on the Saturday morning before the training, please give yourself time to be settled in and
ready for the meditation which begins promptly time at 10 a.m.
Payment Accepted: Cash, Check/Cheque, Debit, VISA/MC, PayPal, Other Payment Plans can be arranged if necessary,
please call to discuss further.

Richard Jelusich, Ph.D.
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Integrative Chakra Therapy® training for the Whole Human Being

Student Registration Form
Last or Family Name

First Name

Middle Initial

Address: Street/Box No.

Address #2

City/Town

Province/State Postal/Zip Code

E-Mail Address

Phone #1:

Res

Bus

Cell

Course City/ Commencement Date:

(Circle appropriate)

Phone #2

Res

Bus

Cell

________________________________________

______________________________________________
Student Signature

______________
Date

Note: Personal Information will not be shared with any 3rd Party Organization – it is for Light News Office Use ONLY.

Please contact Deirdre by phone to pay via Credit Card: an invoice will then be issued to you from our Square account.
Note we can also invoice you through our PayPal account.
** Bank E-Fund Transfers send Payments to:
(Canada) info@lightnews.org
(U.S.)

drjelusich@lightnews.org

* PayPal payments to:
(Canada) lightnewscanada@lightnews.org
(U.S.)

drjelusich@lightnews.org

*PayPal accepts both debit & credit cards **Bank Transfers need a Security Password which must be forwarded to
Deirdre at time of Transfer ***Square at this time does not take debit cards only credit cards
US and Canada: 877-CHAKRA1 (1-877-242-5721)

Richard Jelusich, Ph.D.
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Integrative Chakra Therapy® Release Form for Media Recording

I, the undersigned, do hereby consent and agree that Northern Light News Inc. and Light News Institute Inc. (hereafter
known as Light News), its employees, or agents have the right to take photographs, videotape, or digital recordings of
me during all classes and practice sessions. Light News can use any and all media, now or hereafter known, exclusively
for the purpose of educational training and promotional footage for Light News.
Yes; ____ (initials) I consent

No; ____ (initials) do not consent

Yes; ____ I further consent that my identity may be revealed therein or by descriptive text or commentary.
No; ____ I do not consent that my name and identity may be revealed therein or by descriptive text or commentary.
I do hereby release to Light News, its agents, and employees all rights to exhibit this work in print and electronic form
publicly or privately and to market and sell copies. I waive any rights, claims, or interest I may have to control the use
of my identity or likeness in whatever media used.
I understand that there will be no financial or other remuneration for recording me, either for initial or subsequent
transmission or playback.
I also understand that Light News is not responsible for any expense or liability incurred as a result of my participation
in this recording, including medical expenses due to any sickness or injury incurred as a result.
I represent that I am at least 18 years of age, have read and understand the foregoing statement, and am competent to
execute this agreement.
Name:

Date:

Address:
Phone:
Print Full Name

Signature:
Witness: Print Full Name

Signature:

Richard Jelusich, Ph.D.
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Volunteer Release Form for Integrative Chakra Therapy®
Note to *Students: All students are considered volunteers during training

Integrative Chakra Therapy® (ICT) is a noninvasive powerful healing modality that works at the level of the chakra
systems. The chakra systems include seven major energy centers located at specific locations along the spine ie: from
the bottom of the spine to the top of the head. The intention of the healing session is to help energetically balance,
any individual mental, physical, emotional, and spiritual issues.
I understand that as part of the healing process there may be a need for a “laying on of hands” (light touch) and to give
consent to such “laying on of hands” as deemed necessary by the practitioner. If for any reason I am or feel
uncomfortable during my treatment, I will let the practitioner know and the treatment will be altered or the session
will be terminated.
It has been made clear to me that Integrative Chakra Therapy® is not a substitute for any medical examinations and/or
diagnoses and that it is recommended that I see a physician for any physical ailments(s) that I might have.
I understand that Integrative Chakra Therapy® is designed to be a complementary health aid and in no way, will take
the place of a physician’s care when a physician’s care in indicated. All comments or concerns relating to the healing
session by the students and/ or Light News teaching staff are not to be interpreted as a medical diagnosis.
I understand that there will be no diagnosis of illness, disease, or any other physical or mental disorder. I understand
that there will be no prescribed medical treatment or pharmaceuticals and there will be no massage or any
manipulation of the spine.
As part of the student’s experiential learning experience I consent to an open classroom feedback discussion of their
findings and recommendations.
I understand that any and all information exchanged during any session is educational in nature and is intended to help
me become more familiar with and conscious of my own spiritual path, health status, and is to be used at my own
discretion.
With this in mind, I agree that Integrative Chakra Therapy®, and/or a supervised student, and /or Light News Institute
Inc. teaching staff, and /or Northern Light News Inc. teaching staff and /or Dr. Richard Jelusich cannot be held liable for
any problems that might arise that I think could be attributed to the ICT session.
I, the undersigned, do hereby consent and agree that Northern Light News Inc. and Light News Institute Inc. (hereafter
known as Light News), has answered my questions to my satisfaction regarding my Integrative Chakra Therapy®
session and what I might expect from this session.
I have read this form and I understand and agree to the policies described herein.
By my signature below, I hereby authorize that Integrative Chakra Therapy® by a supervised student and/ or Light
News teaching staff and /or Dr. Richard Jelusich to administer ICT as they deem necessary.
Volunteers Name (please print):
Signature:

Date :

Parent Name should the above volunteer be under 18 yrs of age.
(Please Print) __________________________________________________________________
Witness Name (please print): __________________________________________________________________
Witness/ Parent Signature:
Date :
Richard Jelusich, Ph.D.
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